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EMC analysis of integrated circuits, printed circuit
board, equipment or systems is at the crossroads of
engineering
expertise,
characterization
and
modelling. All these combine to reach an acceptable
level of EMC compatibility required for a safe
operation. The complexity of interactions prevents
from a complete and detailed analysis of possible
EMC threats in ever-increasing complexity of today’s
systems.
The conventional approach consists in
assessing the immunity of components in the system
according to some prescribed electromagnetic /
electric stress level, chosen with an adequate margin.
This contribution will focus on the concept of risk
analysis in EMC, under the classical paradigm of
immunity / susceptibility analysis. In this framework,
risk assessment supposes the knowledge of the
stress level and susceptibly levels of the considered
target. Both are analyzed in terms of probability
distributions, due to the inherent variability of the
coupling path and of the target itself. Focusing on
extreme value distributions or distribution tails is
required to perform this estimation. We will highlight
how some specific statistical methods help finding a
description of distribution tails to cope with this issue
of assessing EMC margins.
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